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Abstract In this paper we design and study the performance of a Medium Access Control (MAC) scheme for the
multiplexing and the integrated delivery of voice, mobile
messaging, IP, gaming and H.264 videoconference traffic
over a high-speed cellular TDMA channel with errors and
capture. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the
first papers in the literature investigating the integration of
actual H.264 video traces and gaming traffic with other
types of traffic over wireless networks. Our results show
that the proposed scheme achieves high throughput results
while preserving the strict Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements of each traffic type, and outperforms two
efficient schemes previously proposed in the literature.
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1 Introduction
Emerging wireless networks aim to satisfy the goal of
incorporating and supporting a large variety of multimedia
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applications, which demand significantly enhanced transmission rates in comparison to the ones achieved today.
Fourth generation mobile data transmission rates are planned
to be up to 20 Mbps [1–3]. In this work, we study a wireless
channel of this maximum expected transmission rate.
The issues of QoS such as perceived data rate, delay for
message delivery, and high system costs are yet to be
addressed completely in third generation wireless networks. Interconnection of wireless cellular networks of
different standards with the wired networks and with other
types of wireless networks such as satellite networks in an
efficient and cost-effective way calls for a new generation
of wireless networks.
More specifically, fourth generation wireless networks
will be able to provide global seamless roaming between
heterogeneous wireless and wired networks, interworking
units between networks of different standards (2G, 3G, and
4G) and between satellite and terrestrial wireless networks,
hence significantly improving the roaming capability of
previous generation networks at an affordable cost and
increased QoS.
An efficient MAC protocol can play an important role
towards the above goals, by exploiting the variations in
access and service required by disparate sources and
therefore reducing system costs by maximizing system
capacity, while integrating different classes of traffic.
In this work, we design a MAC protocol which supports
multimedia traffic access to the wireless medium, based on
a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme. TDMA
protocols can be generally categorized according to their
duplexing technique, i.e., as TDMA with Time Division
Duplex (TDMA-TDD) or TDMA with Frequency Division
Duplex (TDMA-FDD) [4].
The literature in both categories of protocols is
equally vast (e.g., [2, 3, 5, 6] for TDMA-TDD, [7–10] for
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TDMA-FDD). TDMA-FDD techniques need two frequency carriers (as opposed to TDMA-TDD techniques
which need only one) but they provide a faster method to
determine if retransmission is necessary [4]. For this reason, we have adopted the TDMA-FDD technique in our
scheme.
More specifically, in this work, we design a MAC
scheme which supports multimedia traffic access to a very
high-capacity wireless channel with errors and capture.
Within the picocell, spatially dispersed source terminals
share a radio channel that connects them to a fixed Base
Station (BS). The BS allocates channel resources, delivers
feedback information and serves as an interface to the
Mobile Switching Center(MSC). The MSC provides access
to the fixed network infrastructure. Since the BS is the sole
transmitter on the downlink channel, it is in complete
control of the downstream traffic, using TDMA to relay
information to the users. Hence, we focus in this work on
the uplink (wireless terminals to BS) channel, where a MAC
scheme is required in order to resolve the source terminals’
contention for channel access. Our scheme multiplexes
voice traffic at the vocal activity (talkspurt) level to efficiently integrate voice (Constant Bit Rate, CBR On/Off
Traffic), H.264 videoconference traffic (Variable Bit Rate,
VBR), traffic originating from network games (VBR) and
bursty data traffic (mobile messaging (SMS), as well as IP
traffic) in high capacity picocellular systems. By referring
to ‘‘data’’ throughout the paper we refer to both the aforementioned types of data traffic. Our scheme is compared to
two other efficient schemes of the relevant literature [7, 9]
and is shown to clearly excel in terms of channel throughput
and transmission delays for all types of traffic.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents, in
brief, the contribution of this work. Sections 3 and 4 refer
to the error and capture models adopted. Section 5 explains
the Base Station Scheduling policy proposed in this work
and implemented in our scheme, and Sect. 6 lists the system parameters. Section 7 presents: (a) the traffic types and
models used in our study, (b) the channel frame structure
and the transmission protocols, (c) the two MAC protocols
with which we compare our scheme and (d) our simulation
results along with a detailed discussion on them.

2 Contribution of this work
In recent work [11] we have designed the MI-MAC
(Multimedia Integration Multiple Access Control) protocol. MI-MAC was one of the first protocols in the relevant
literature to consider the integration of actual MPEG-4 or
H.263 video streams with other types of packet traffic
(voice, email, web). The protocol was shown to be a good
candidate for next generation cellular networks, as it
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outperformed (in simulation results and conceptually,
respectively) a well-known TDMA-based protocol and
three WCDMA-based protocols when evaluated over a
wireless channel with burst-error characteristics. However,
certain design limitations had been adopted in the protocol’s study (this will be further explained in Sects. 5.1 and
7.2). Although the assumptions behind these limitations
were reasonable and were used to facilitate the evaluation
and comparison of MI-MAC with other protocols in the
literature, they still need to be waived in order to design a
protocol for a more realistic wireless cellular network
scenario. This is done in the protocol which is proposed in
the present work, by introducing new ideas regarding the
channel frame structure and the Base Station Scheduling.
Additionally to these ideas, which help us enrich our former work, two more ideas are proposed in this work. One is
a new scheduling idea for voice preemption in favor of
video traffic and the second is the use of H.264 video traffic
modeling for efficient call admission control at the network
entrance. As it will be explained in Sect. 5 and shown by
our results in Sect. 7, the use of accurate video traffic
modeling based on actual video traces (for any encoding of
video traffic) for call admission control is of significant
importance for system stability, when video sources are
integrated with other traffic sources over a cellular network. All the above-mentioned ideas will be explained in
detail in Sects. 5 and 7. Finally, in this work we also
consider the capture effect, which was not considered in
MI-MAC, and we focus on a 20 Mbps channel, whereas
MI-MAC was implemented on a 9.045 Mbps channel. Our
results show that the proposed scheme achieves high
throughput results while preserving the strict Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements of each traffic type; therefore,
we believe that our scheme’s ideas can be very useful in the
MAC protocol design for next generation, multimediaserving, wireless cellular networks.

3 Channel error model
It has been shown by several authors, for many different
types of wireless channels, that the wireless channel can be
modeled as a finite state Discrete Time Markov Chain
(DTMC) [12]. We adopt again, as in [11], the robust error
model for wireless channels presented in [13]; the 3-state
(Good (G), Short-Bad (SB) and Long-Bad (LB) states,
respectively) DTMC model makes more accurate predictions of the long-term correlation of wireless channel errors
than the two-state Gilbert-Elliot model (the Markov chain
is shown in Fig. 1). A transmission is successful only if the
channel is in the ‘‘good state’’; otherwise it fails. The difference between the LB and SB states is the time
correlation of errors: LB corresponds to long bursts of
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4 Capture

Fig. 1 Channel error model

Table 1 Error model
parameters

Pgood = 0.99992
BG = 1/pgb = 65160 slots
BSB = 1/pbg_S = 2.38 slots
BLB = 1/pbg_L = 59.53 slots
k = 0.05

errors (e.g., a cellular user is in an area where the signal is
weak), SB to short ones (e.g., a user experiences a temporary bad signal). The parameters of the error model are
presented in Table 1. The average number of error bursts,
in slots, experienced when the states LB and SB are
entered, are respectively given by: BLB = 1/pbg_L and
BSB = 1/pbg_S, where pbg_S is the transition probability
from state SB to G, and pbg_L is the transition probability
from state LB to G. Similarly, the average number of
consecutive error-free slots is given by BG = 1/pgb, where
pgb is the probability to leave state G. The parameter k is
the probability that the Markov chain moves to state LB
given that it leaves state G; k also represents the probability
that an error burst is long (i.e., the fraction of long bursts
over the total number of error bursts). We have chosen in
our study the value of the probability Pbad, i.e., the steadystate probability that the channel is in bad state, to be equal
to 8*10-5; this value has been chosen in order to test an
‘‘almost worst’’ case scenario for our system, as the video
packet dropping probability is set to 10-4 and, by choosing
a value of bad state probability larger than the upper bound
on video packet dropping, the strict QoS requirement of
video users would certainly be violated. The values for pgb
and for the parameter k have been taken from [13], as well
as the ratio between pbg_s and pbg_L. The value for pbg_L is
derived from the steady-state behavior of the Markov
chain, for the bad state probability chosen. The fact that the
total probability of a transmission error is only slightly
smaller than the acceptable video packet dropping probability makes the need for very efficient scheduling
imperative.

The worst case assumption is that a collision will occur
whenever two or more request packets arrive simultaneously at the BS. In practical systems, the mobile
terminals are dispersed throughout the picocell and packets
may arrive at the BS with significantly different power
levels (unless some form of adaptive power control is
employed). This difference in received energy may be
caused either by terminals transmitting with different
power levels, or by the different propagation characteristics
caused by terminals transmitting from varying distances
and/or over dissimilar transmission paths. It is probable
that the request packet with the stronger signal will be
successfully received (captured) by the BS [14].
In our study, the probability of a successful contention
depends upon the total number of contenders simultaneously transmitting their requests and is governed by the
capture model presented in [15–17], which specifies the
probability of success as a function of the number of
contenders (an example is given in Table 2).
In the event that a success occurs when more than one
terminal transmit in the same slot, the successful terminal
is chosen at random among the contenders. The successful
terminal then joins the ready for service queue and awaits
its turn for service.
We have used the same capture model in our results for
the two protocols [7, 9] with which we compare our work,
in Sect. 7.

5 Actions of terminals, base station scheduling
and call admission control
5.1 Actions of terminals and base station scheduling
Video terminals have highest priority in acquiring the slots
they demand. This choice will be explained later in this
section. If a full allocation is possible (after the end of the
request interval, which we will discuss in Sect. 7.2), the BS
then proceeds to allocate any still available information
Table 2 Capture model

Number of
contenders

Probability of
success

0

0.00

1
2

1.00
0.67

3

0.48

4

0.40

5

0.35

[5

0.00
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slots to the requesting voice terminals, then to requesting
gaming terminals and finally to data terminals. In the case
that a new VF arrives and the number of data and gaming
reservations is such that the video terminal can not be fully
serviced, the BS preempts data and gaming reservations (in
this order, as data traffic is more delay-tolerant) in favor of
video terminals waiting for transmission. If a full allocation
to the video terminals is still not possible, the BS grants to
video users as many of the slots they requested as possible
(i.e., the BS makes a partial allocation); it should be
mentioned here that this policy serves in minimizing the
average video packet dropping over all video terminals,
which is the goal in this work, but it might not be the best
choice in a practical system if the video terminal which
receives the partial allocation cannot acquire the slots it
needs before the arrival of its next VF; in other words, if
QoS is considered for each individual terminal (this will be
the subject of our future work), it may be preferable in
certain cases to avoid a partial allocation when the video
terminal’s QoS requirements cannot be met for a significant time period, and use the remaining bandwidth to
expedite the transmission of packets from other video terminals or from voice terminals, which also have strict QoS
requirements. The BS allocates the earliest available
information slots to the video terminals, which, if needed,
keep these slots in the following channel frames, until the
next VF arrives.
In order to provide better service to voice users, the BS
also ‘‘preempts’’ data (first SMS, which is more delaytolerant and then, if needed, IP) and gaming reservations
whenever new voice requests are received and every slot
within the frame is reserved. When data and gaming reservations are canceled, the BS notifies the affected data/
gaming terminal and places an appropriate request at the
front of the data or gaming request queue.
Voice terminals which have successfully transmitted
their request packets do not acquire all the available (after
the servicing of video terminals) information slots in the
frame. If this happened, voice terminals would keep their
dedicated slots for the whole duration of their talkspurt (1 s
on average, i.e., more than 80 channel frames), and thus
video terminals would not find enough slots to transmit in;
hence, the particularly strict video QoS requirements would
be violated. For this reason, we utilize again an idea which
we used in MI-MAC, i.e., that the BS allocates a slot to
each requesting voice terminal with a probability p*. In
MI-MAC a near-optimal value of p*, equal to 9% was
found through extensive simulations; this value worked
well for all video loads examined. The respective nearoptimal value for this work was found to be equal to 7.5%,
however all values between (7–10%) give similar results.
The requests of voice terminals which ‘‘fail’’ to acquire a
slot, based on the above BS slot allocation policy, remain
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queued. The same holds for the case when the resources
needed to satisfy a voice request are unavailable.
Within each priority class, the queuing discipline is
assumed to be First Come First Served (FCFS).
After implementing the above ideas, we found from our
initial results that there were cases where, although it was
expected that the system would be able to accommodate
the offered traffic, the very high burstiness of video traffic
(peak/mean ratio ranges from 8 to 17.6 for the traces under
study in our work) still led to a violation of the very strict
video QoS requirement of maximum 0.01% packet dropping [7]. For this reason, the following additional idea was
introduced to our mechanism, in order to provide video
users with the extra bandwidth needed to satisfy their strict
QoS requirements.
Our idea is based on the dynamic preemption of voice
users by video users, and operates as follows: for a given
number of video users present in the system, the BS starts
to preempt voice users in favor of video users after a
specific point (slot) in the channel frame. Simulations
have shown that if voice preemption started at the
beginning of the channel frame (immediately after the
first request interval, as is the case for data and gaming
users’ preemption), the voice packet dropping probability
surpassed the upper bound of 1% very quickly, for a
relatively small number of voice terminals. The point
where voice preemption needs to start depends on the
number of video users in the system, but does not need to
be predefined by the network administrator. The BS only
needs to have a very rough estimation of the voice preemption start point depending on the number of video
users (i.e., preemption starts at 70% of the frame when 7
or less video users are present in the system and at 40%
of the frame when more than 7 video users are present in
the system). The BS, subsequently, receives feedback
from the video terminals regarding their packet dropping
and, every 100 frames (1.2 s, found to be an adequate
amount of time via simulation) computes the average
video packet dropping. If it is lower than the upper bound
of 10-4, the voice preemption start point ‘‘moves’’ by 1%
to the right (i.e., the preemption starts later in the frame,
in order to better facilitate voice access). If it is higher
than the upper bound, the voice preemption start point
‘‘moves’’ by 5% to the left (i.e., the preemption starts
earlier in the frame, in order to better facilitate video
access). The reason for the higher ‘‘jumps’’ of the voice
preemption start point in the second case is the very strict
video QoS requirement regarding packet dropping, which
needs to be satisfied.
With the use of this mechanism, the BS is able to find in
a few ‘‘steps’’ the ideal preemption start point, and therefore accommodate the bursty video traffic with a close to
minimum deterioration on the QoS of voice sources.
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As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the
rationale of our choice for offering highest priority needs to
be explained, especially since the vast majority of relevant
papers in the literature offer highest priority to voice traffic.
There are quite a few papers in the literature which use,
as an upper bound for video packet dropping, values much
larger than the one we used in our work (we used 0.01%,
these papers use values between 1 and 3%) while other
papers use values that range from 0.001% to 0.1%. The first
reason why we chose to give priority to video traffic is that
both papers with which we compare our work use very low
values as an upper bound for video packet dropping. More
specifically, in [7] the upper bound was 0.01% and in [9] it
was 0.001%. The authors in [9] were able to offer a higher,
on average, transmission probability to voice users than to
video users by (a) using a much larger upper bound for the
delay that a video packet can endure before it is dropped
and (b) considering a non-bursty video (exact information
on the peak of the video trace used in that work is not
available in [9], however the fact that the average video
rate is 1.5 Mbps, that the total channel rate is 5.3 Mbps and
that a zero video packet dropping can be satisfied if
2.01 Mbps (57 slots out of the 150 in each frame) is
steadily offered to video traffic, leads us to understand that
the peak rate does not surpass 2 Mbps). Similarly, the
video traffic model used in [7] (not an actual trace) creates
video traffic with an average of 1 Mbps and peak of
2.1 Mbps, therefore again the authors were discussing a
much less bursty video source than the ones used in our
study. Hence, we wanted to make a fair comparison with
those schemes, using a low upper bound on video packet
dropping. Given that the upper bound on voice packet
dropping is 100 times larger (1%, used vastly in the literature), and that video traffic in our study (and in today’s
networks, in general) is very bursty, we were led to offer
full priority to video traffic.
The second, and most important reason for this choice,
was the ‘‘tenacious’’ behavior of voice traffic on which we
already commented. Voice terminals which pass the contention phase successfully keep their dedicated slots for the
whole duration of their talkspurt and therefore video terminals cannot find enough slots to transmit in, resulting in
a violation of the strict video QoS requirements. Hence, by
offering highest priority to video traffic and using the p*
and voice preemption policies we are taking advantage of
the fact that voice traffic can endure a 100 times larger
dropping probability than video, and we are ‘‘pushing’’ the
QoS of voice users to the acceptable limit, in order to be
able to accommodate the bursty video traffic.
Finally, as already mentioned in Sect. 2, certain design
limitations had been adopted in [11], in the MI-MAC
protocol study. Two of these limitations will be presented
in Sect. 7.2, as they are connected to the channel frame
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structure. The other two limitations, which are connected to
the Base Station Scheduling, are the following:
(a) Since MI-MAC was evaluated over one cell of the
network, no traffic was considered to be arriving from other
cells (handoff traffic); in this work we consider the cases of
various volumes of handoff traffic arriving in the cell.
(b) Since a picocellular wireless cellular architecture
was assumed (picocell radius 10–50 m), the assumption
was made that all users perceived the same uplink channel
condition; in reality, however small the picocell radius, the
channel fading experienced by each user is different, since
users are moving independently of each other; therefore,
each user perceives a different wireless channel condition.
Also, in [11], errors were considered only in the uplink
channel. In the present work fading per user channel is
considered for both the uplink channel and the part of the
downlink channel corresponding to the uplink reservation
request interval (i.e., the part of the downlink channel in
which users learn about the outcome of their reservation
request transmissions, and therefore may need to retransmit
their requests); if a user’s downlink channel is in bad state
when the user is waiting for BS feedback on the outcome of
its request transmission, the user considers that the outcome has been a collision and retransmits its request
packet. This results in increased contention, which aggravates system performance and makes the need of an
efficient scheduling mechanism even more imminent.
In order to waive the above two limitations, we introduce the following ideas, respectively, in our scheme.
(a) It is a common assumption in the literature that the
dissatisfaction of a wireless cellular subscriber who experiences forced call termination while moving between
picocells is higher than that of a subscriber who attempts to
access the network for the first time and experiences call
blocking; for this reason we offer full priority to handoff
traffic. This means that video terminals who have been
hand-offed to the cell are the first to attempt to transmit
their requests to the BS; when their contention is finished,
they are followed by hand-offed voice terminals, then by
hand-offed gaming terminals, hand-offed IP terminals and
finally by hand-offed SMS terminals. Traffic originating
from within the cell follows in priority, in the same order.
As it will be explained in Sect. 7.2, the above prioritization
by ‘‘isolating’’ each type of traffic and letting it contend
only with traffic of the same type is feasible due to the use
of the two-cell stack reservation random access algorithm
(by video and voice terminals) and the two-cell stack
blocked access collision resolution algorithm (by gaming
and data terminals) in order to resolve contention.
Therefore, the impact of taking into account handoff
traffic in the system is that system performance is significantly aggravated (in comparison to MI-MAC) as the
percentage of traffic which belongs to hand-offed terminals
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needs to acquire again the QoS experienced in the previous
cell.
(b) We introduce the idea that the system should take
advantage of the ‘‘problem’’ created when a video user
experiences a ‘‘bad’’ channel state (error burst) and is
unable to transmit in its allocated uplink slots; this would
normally lead to the dropping of the video packets scheduled to be transmitted in these slots, and consequently to
higher average video packet dropping probability and the
system’s failure to satisfy the strict QoS requirements of
video traffic. Our new proposed mechanism aims at allocating as many of these slots (defined as ‘‘abandoned slots’’
in the rest of the paper) as possible to other video terminals
awaiting for packet transmission, in order to decrease their
transmission delay. Our choice of not allocating the
abandoned slots to voice terminals is based, once again, on
the fact that voice users which enter the system will remain
in talkspurt for more than 80 channel frames, hence hindering access to these slots for video terminals which have
stricter QoS requirements. The abandoned slots can be
allocated to gaming or data terminals in order to expedite
their information transmission and increase channel
throughput, but only for the current channel frame and only
if no other video terminals are awaiting slot allocation, so
that video QoS will not be influenced by the better servicing of gaming and data traffic.
Although conceptually simple, the above approach is
not equally simple to implement. The quality of each user’s
channel can be indicated by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
function; as shown in [18], in a FDD system (such as ours,
which is a TDMA-FDD one) using pilot symbols that are
inserted in the downlink with a certain time-frequency
pattern, the mobile terminals can effectively estimate their
SNR function and send it to the BS, which can then make
its scheduling decisions based on all the collected crosslayer information from the terminals. This process, however, introduces both errors and delays in the estimates.
Due to the random nature of the channel, it is impossible
for the BS to precisely determine the state of the channel.
The best estimate a BS can provide is a probability distribution over the possible channel states [12], which is our
assumption in this work, i.e., that the probabilities of the
Markov chain model have been derived with the above
procedure.
Still, even though the probabilities of our model are
known to the BS, the BS cannot know with certainty the
type of channel state transition that takes place for a mobile
terminal when it leaves the good state, i.e., if the terminal’s
channel has entered the SB state or the LB state. According
to the channel error model, the mean duration of SB state is
2.38 slots, while the mean duration of LB state is 59.53
slots. Therefore, in our scheme, we propose that the BS
estimates each mobile video terminal’s precise channel
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conditions by monitoring the slots allocated to the terminal
and checking whether the terminal is transmitting in them
or not. If the total number of a terminal’s failed transmissions within its allocated slots surpasses a given
threshold, the BS in our scheme deduces that the terminal
is in LB state, as the probability that it is in SB is very
small given the high number of corrupted transmissions.
Based on the channel error model’s parameters, it is easy to
confirm by both analysis and simulation that the probability
that a mobile terminal’s channel is in SB when more than 6
slots have been wasted is 6.55%; hence we have set the
threshold to be 6 consecutive transmission failures
(choosing a higher threshold would result in a more
accurate prediction of the channel condition, as the probability of a mistake in the prediction would be significantly
lower; however, it would also lead to a higher number of
lost slots while the BS is awaiting to make that prediction).
When the BS determines that a mobile video terminal is in
LB state, if that terminal still has more reserved slots in the
current channel frame, the BS deallocates these slots (i.e.,
these become the terminal’s ‘‘abandoned slots’’). The first
of the abandoned slots is not allocated to other video terminals, as its corresponding downlink slot is used by the
BS in order to inform video, gaming and data terminals
which are queued and awaiting transmission of the new
slots which are allocated to them (full priority is given to
handoff video terminals, followed by video users originating from within the cell, then by hand-offed gaming
users, hand-offed data users, gaming users originating from
within the cell and finally by data traffic originating from
within the cell; the allocation of the abandoned slots within
each priority type is FCFS). When the channel of the
mobile terminal to which the abandoned slots were originally allocated returns to the good state, the terminal needs
to inform the BS of this change, if it still has packets to
transmit. This is done by transmitting a request at the
earliest of the following two opportunities: (a) in a minislot
of an extra request slot which might exist in the current
frame (request slots are divided into minislots and any free
information slot of the current channel frame can be temporarily used as an extra request slot, as it will be explained
in Sect. 7.2), or (b) in a minislot of a regular request
interval, but within the minislots used for contention resolution of handoff video terminals, regardless of the call
having been a handoff one or not. This means that highest
priority is given to video users whose slots had been deallocated due to an LB state estimation, in order to avoid
unnecessary further video packet dropping. Hence, these
users can update the BS on their bandwidth requirements
which may have changed during the LB state due to the
arrival, for example, of a new video frame at the terminal’s
queue. The terminal has to follow the above procedure also
in the case of a wrong estimation (i.e., if it was in SB
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despite the long error burst). Therefore, in the (unlikely but
not improbable) case of a wrong estimation, this does not
influence the throughput achieved by MI-MAC in heavy
traffic loads (slots are simply allocated to other users) but it
results in an unnecessary increase of contention.
In the rare case when the abandoned slots of a video
user (user A) are allocated to another video (user B),
which in turn enters a bad state after a while, the abandoned slots are not further allocated to other users; they
are ‘‘returned’’ to user A, in order not to increase system
complexity with consequent ‘‘loans’’ of the same slots to
multiple users.
5.2 Call admission control
As we discussed in [11], quite a few efficient call admission control (CAC) algorithms have been proposed in the
literature for the transmission of voice, data and multimedia traffic over wireless networks. However, almost all
of these mechanisms suffer, as noted by their authors, from
a necessary conservatism in their estimation of the channel
bandwidth consumed by the multiplexed sources, in order
to preserve system stability and the users’ QoS requirements. In [19] we reached the conclusion that the adoption
of a CAC mechanism based on the very well-known
equivalent bandwidth estimation method for the transmission of wireless videoconference traffic from MPEG-4 and
H.263 video coders leads to significant throughput deterioration in comparison to the adoption of a strict traffic
policing mechanism, i.e., traffic control is implemented
much more effectively inside the system than at its
entrance. For this reason, we combined in [11] the use of
our MAC scheme with the use of a traffic policing scheme
which we proposed in that work.
Based on our conclusions regarding call admission
control, we proposed in [20] a new CAC mechanism for
the transmission of H.263 videoconference traffic over
wireless cellular networks. The basic idea of our mechanism is that, with the use of a model which we have built
for H.263 videoconference traffic, a wireless provider
should precompute the estimated traffic from various
traffic scenarios which can take place in the network. This
can be done based on the provider’s client database and
specifically on the traffic profile declared by each client in
his contract with the provider. Therefore, many traffic
scenarios which will be encountered in the network will
be a priori known to the provider in terms of the actual
network resources (bandwidth) which will be needed in
order to satisfy the QoS requirements of video users.
Certainly, not all traffic scenarios can be precomputed,
due to the very large number of all possible traffic loads;
however, as explained in [20], with the use of an adequate
number of precomputed scenarios and our accurate video
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model, an online simulation can be quickly conducted
when a non-precomputed traffic load occurs in the system,
in order to compute the ‘‘deviation’’ between the bandwidth needed currently and the ‘‘closest’’ precomputed
traffic scenario.
Similarly to [20], we have implemented a CAC scheme
in this work, with the difference that this scheme is based
on our H.264 traffic modeling, which will be presented in
Sect. 7.1.5. The use of a CAC scheme is especially
important, as it does not allow into the network traffic
which, added to the already existing network traffic in the
cell under study, would cause system instability and the
violation of the QoS requirements of users already transmitting in that cell.
We believe that the use of accurate video traffic modeling based on actual video traces (for any encoding of
video traffic) for call admission control is of major
importance for system stability, when video sources are
integrated with other traffic sources over a cellular
network.

6 System parameters
We use computer simulations to study the performance of
our scheme. The simulator is written in C programming
language and simulations were conducted with the use of
the system parameters taken from [11]. Each simulation
point is the result of an average of 10 independent runs,
each simulating 305000 frames (the first 5000 of which
are used as warm-up period), i.e., one hour of network
activity.
The channel rate is 20Mbps. The frame duration is
chosen to be equal to the time a voice terminal needs to
generate a new voice packet. For reasons of comparison
with DPRMA and with [9], we consider that the information is transmitted in packets with length equal to the size
of an ATM cell (53 bytes, 48 of which contain information). However, the nature of our results remains the same,
regardless of the packet size, therefore the scheme could be
used in any GSM-type network; different sizes have also
been proposed in various works of the relevant literature
for the transmission of data, both smaller (156 bits, [21])
and larger (200 bytes, [22]) than the ATM size used in our
work. Assuming that the speech codec rate is 32 Kbps,
yields the frame duration of 12 ms. The 12 ms of frame
duration accommodate 566 slots. Consequently our channel’s information payload rate is slightly lower than
18Mbps (taking into account the packet headers and the
request slots). The high channel rate of 20 Mbps leads to a
slot duration of only 0.021 ms. Various handoff traffic
loads are considered, ranging from 5% to 15% of the total
traffic offered in the network.
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7 Simulation results and discussion
7.1 Traffic types and models
We consider multimedia terminals capable of transmitting
voice, videoconferencing, gaming and data (SMS and IP)
traffic. The traffic models and actual traces used in our
study, when each terminal starts transmitting one of these
types of traffic, follow.
7.1.1 Voice traffic model
Our primary voice traffic model assumptions are the
following:
a.

Voice terminals are equipped with a voice activity
detector (VAD) [23]. Voice sources follow an alternating pattern of talkspurts and silence periods (on and
off), and the output of the voice activity detector is
modelled by a two-state discrete time Markov chain.
b. The average duration of the talkspurt period is 1.0 s
and of the silence period 1.35 s [7, 9, 23].
c. The upper bound for the voice packet transmission
delay is equal to 40 ms and the maximum allowed
voice packet dropping probability is set to 0.01 [7, 9].
7.1.2 SMS traffic model

We adopt a Short Message Service (SMS) traffic model.
SMS is a store-and-forward service that relies on a Short
Message Service Center (SMSC). SMS messages are
especially suitable for the transmission of small data bulks
and for transmissions repeating in long time intervals
(minutes to hours). The SMS payload is 140 bytes
(including a header of 13 bytes), i.e, 3 packets of ATM size
[24]. The message inter-arrival time distribution is considered exponential.
Estimations of GSM networks’ SMS transmission
delays refer to delays of 2–30 s, therefore in this work we
set a strict upper bound of 2 s on SMS transmission delay.
7.1.3 IP traffic model
We adopt the traffic model presented in [25]. An internet
connection realizing access to the World Wide Web
(WWW) can be observed on different levels; session, page
and packet level. Generally, a WWW page consists of a
number of objects (different files, images, etc.), which are
simultaneously transmitted during a page download. Thus,
a first request for a WWW page, which is manually done
by an internet user, causes a download of a main page
object [26]. The main object is followed by a number of
inline objects, which are automatically requested by a
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browser or just transmitted by an internet server as a logical
succession of the main object.
The transmission of each page object causes establishment of a separate TCP connection. During a TCP
connection, there is a data exchange between a transmitter
(e.g. internet server) and a receiver (e.g. internet user),
including transmission of user data and various control
messages, such as TCP acknowledgements. The transmitted data units on the TCP level correspond to the IP packets
(a TCP packet contains an IP packet plus TCP overhead).
Computers and other communications devices operate with
discrete sizes of the IP packets. In general, there are only
few possible packet sizes between a minimum and a
maximum value.
In [25], it is assumed that in the uplink transmission
direction 85% of the packets are control and request IP
packets. The remaining 15% are larger IP packets, caused
by transmission of short messages, e-mail transfer, etc. The
shorter IP packets can have two sizes, 64 and 256 bytes,
which are generated with the probabilities 0.45 and 0.40,
respectively. The maximum size of the IP packets specified
in Ethernet LAN networks is about 1500 bytes and their
probability in the model in [25] is set to 0.1. The probability of 1024 bytes packets, representing other larger
packet transmissions, is 0.05. Therefore, the average IP
packet size is 332.4 bytes (i.e., 7 packets of ATM size).
The IP packet interarrival time is modelled as a geometrically distributed random variable. As in the case of
SMS traffic, a strict upper bound of 1 s has been set for the
average IP packet transmission delay, in order to test our
system’s performance for very demanding users, in terms
of required QoS.
7.1.4 Gaming traffic model
A quickly emerging application for 3G and 4G wireless
systems is games. The characteristics of gaming traffic
depend on many factors, such as game design, game style
(e.g., fast-paced ‘‘shoot’em ups’’ or slow-paced strategic
decision games), player experience and playing style [27].
Studies which have investigated gaming traffic [28, 29]
have indicated that games have typically moderate bandwidth requirements. The delay requirements are very tight
for fast-paced games (on the order of 100 ms), but looser
for strategic games (on the order of 500 ms) [27].
In our work we focus on strategic games, since it is
doubtful whether 3G or even 4G wireless cellular networks
will be able to satisfy the delay requirements for fast-paced
games. We use the model provided in [29] after an extensive analysis of the traffic generated by players of the
popular real-time strategy game Starcraft. The authors in
[29] model source traffic at the packet level and they provide models for the packet inter-arrival and inter-departure
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times to and from the system, respectively, as well as for the
packet sizes of inbound and outbound traffic. Since we
focus in this work on the uplink channel, we use the models
for the packet inter-departure times (which actually are the
traffic inter-arrival times for the transmitting gaming terminals in our system) and for the packet sizes of outbound
traffic. Regarding the packet sizes and in order to obtain
analytical distributions approximating the empirical ones,
the authors in [29] chose to split the distributions into a few
parts to capture the behavior of a main peak and other lower
peaks, which were fitted with deterministic distributions.
More than 70% of the packets had a payload of 23 bytes, a
behavior which is expected from a peer-to-peer game in
which each player sends out multiple copies of its update
packets to all other peers. The updates need to be small, to
keep latency low, and frequent.
Table 3 presents the respective models. Regarding the
packet inter-departure times, we observe from the Table
that about two-thirds of the packets need a transmission
time equal to zero, which in [29] corresponds to values
\10 ms. Since no exact definition of the times was given
in [29], we consider in our work that these packets have a
deterministic inter-departure time of 5 ms. The packet
sizes in the Table are expressed in bytes, and as already
mentioned more than 70% of the packets have a payload of
23 bytes. Since all payload values are less than 48 bytes, all
gaming packet sizes in our scheme are equal to 1 ATM
packet. We set an upper bound of 500 ms on gaming
packet transmission delay, and the allowed gaming packet
dropping probability is 1% [27].
7.1.5 H.264 video traffic
7.1.5.1 The H.264 coding standard H.264 is the latest
international video coding standard. It was jointly developed by the Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) of the
ITU-T and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) of
ISO/IEC. It uses state-of-the-art coding tools and provides
enhanced coding efficiency for a wide range of

Table 3 Starcraft game traffic
model

applications, including video telephony, video conferencing, TV, storage (DVD and/or hard disk based, especially
high-definition DVD), streaming video, digital video
authoring, digital cinema, and many others [30, 31].
7.1.5.2 H.264 video traffic modeling Similarly to our
recent work on modeling H.263 [32] and MPEG-4 [33]
videoconference traffic, we focused on the accurate fitting
of the marginal (stationary) distribution of video frame
sizes of single video traces. We will present in brief our
modeling results in this section. These results, as explained
in Sect. 5, can be used for efficient call admission control
for video users.
Our work follows the steps of the work presented in
[34], where Heyman et al. analyzed three videoconference
sequences coded with a modified version of the H.261
video coding standard and two other coding schemes,
similar to H.261. The authors in [34] found that the marginal distributions for all the sequences could be described
by a gamma (or equivalently negative binomial)
distribution.
In our work we have studied two different long
sequences of H.264 VBR encoded videos in four formats
from the publicly available Video Trace Library of [35], in
order to derive a statistical model which fits well the real
data. The selected videos are of low or moderate motion
(i.e., traces with very similar characteristics to the ones of
actual videoconference traffic).
The two traces are:
a. A demo from the Sony Digital Video Camera
b. An excerpt of NBC News
The length of the videos is 10 and 30 min, respectively.
The data for each trace consists of a sequence of the
number of cells per video frame and the type of video
frame, i.e., I, P, or B. The interframe period is 33.3 ms.
Table 4 presents the statistics for each trace. The statistics
change minimally when altering the number of B frames in
a GOP, therefore we could have used any version from the

Model

Parameters

Deterministic p = 66.2%

a=0

Packet inter-arrival times

(in seconds)
Uniform p = 27.8%

a = 0.05, b = 0.17

Deterministic p = 6%

a = 0.21

Deterministic p = 6.2%

a = 16

Packet sizes

(in bytes)
Deterministic p = 10.9%

a = 17

Deterministic p = 74.2%

a = 23

Deterministic p = 8.7%

a = 27
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Table 4 Video trace statistics
(G: GoP Size, B: number of B
frames, F: quantization
parameters, where ‘‘22’’ stands
for 22-22-24 I–P-B quantization
and ‘‘28’’ stands for 28-28-30
I-P-B quantization)
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Video name

[Resolution, G, B, F]

Mean (Mbps)

NBC news

[CIF, 16, 3, 22]

1.09

8.69

1.16

NBC news

[CIF, 16, 3, 28]

0.44

5.48

0.65

Sony Demo

[CIF, 16, 3, 22]

0.86

10.51

1.43

Sony Demo

[CIF, 16, 3, 28]

0.38

6.69

0.84

online library (possible numbers of B frames = 1, 3, 7, 15).
A newly arrived video user in the system is assigned one of
the four traces with equal probability.
We have investigated the possibility of modeling the four
traces with quite a few well-known distributions (gamma,
lognormal, log-logistic, exponential, geometric, Weibull,
Pearson V) and our results have shown that the best fit among
these distributions is achieved for all the traces studied with
the use of the Pearson type V distribution.
Our statistical tests were made with the use of Q-Q plots
[36], Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests [36] and KullbackLeibler divergence tests [37]. The Q-Q plot is a powerful
goodness-of-fit test, which graphically compares two data
sets in order to determine whether the data sets come from
populations with a common distribution (if they do, the
points of the plot should fall approximately along a 45degree reference line). More specifically, a Q-Q plot is a
plot of the quantiles of the data versus the quantiles of the
fitted distribution (a z-quantile of X is any value x such that
P ((X B x) = z). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS-test)
tries to determine if two datasets differ significantly and
has the advantage of making no assumption about the
distribution of data, i.e., it is non-parametric and distribution free. The KS-test uses the maximum vertical deviation
between the two curves as its statistic D. The KullbackLeibler divergence test (KL-test) is a measure of the difference between two probability distributions.
Although the Pearson V distribution fit was shown to be
the best in comparison to the other distributions, the fit was
not perfectly accurate due to the gross differences in the
number of bits required to represent I, P and B frames.
Hence, we proceeded to study the frame size distribution
for each of the three different video frame types (I, P, B), in
the same way we studied the frame size distribution for the
whole trace. This approach was also used in [38]. The
mean, peak and variance of the video frame sizes for each
video frame type (I, P and B) of each movie were taken
again from [35] and the Pearson type V parameters are
calculated based on the following formulas for the mean
and variance of Pearson V (the parameters for the other
fitting distributions are similarly obtained based on their
respective formulas).
The Probability Density Function (PDF) of a Pearson V
distribution with parameters (a, b) is f(x) = [x-(a?1) e-b/x]
/[b-a C(a)], for all x [ 0, and zero otherwise.
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Peak (Mbps)

Standard
deviation (Mbps)

The mean and variance are given by the following
equations:
.
Mean ¼ b=ða  1Þ; Variance ¼ b2 ½ða  1Þ2 ða  2Þ
The autocorrelation coefficient of lag-1 was also calculated
for all types of video frames of the eighteen movies, as it
shows the very high degree of correlation between successive
frames of the same type. The autocorrelation coefficient of
lag-1 will be used in order to build a Discrete Autoregressive
Model for each video frame type.
From all the distributions examined the Pearson V distribution once again provided the best fitting results for the
12 cases studied (4 movies, 3 types of frames per movie).
We present, indicatively, in Fig. 2 one of the Q-Q plot
results. In order to further verify the validity of our results,
we performed Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Kullback-Leibler
tests for all the 12 fitting attempts. The results of our tests
confirm our respective conclusions based on the Q-Q plots
(i.e., the Pearson V distribution is the best fit). Indicatively,
the K-L test results for the {I, P, B} frames of the Sony
Demo ([CIF, G16, B3, F28]) trace are respectively, for the
Pearson V distribution {0.35, 0.56, 1.39), for the Lognormal distribution {0.38, 0.64, 1.71}, for the Gamma
distribution {0.39, 0.77, 2.71} and for the Weibull distribution {0.49, 0.77, 2.29}.
Although the fitting results when modeling each video
frame type separately with the use of the Pearson V distribution were clearly better than the results produced by
modeling the whole sequence uniformly, the high autocorrelation between frames of the same type (I, P, B) could not
be perfectly ‘‘captured’’ by a distribution generating frame
sizes independently, according to a declared mean and
standard deviation, and therefore none of the fitting attempts
(including the Pearson V), as good as they might be, could
achieve perfect accuracy. However, these results led us to
extend our work in order to build a DAR model (based on the
Pearson V), which inherently uses the autocorrelation coefficient of lag-1 in its estimation. As it will be presented
below, the model was shown to accurately capture the
behavior of multiplexed H.264 videoconference movies, by
generating frame sizes independently for I, P and B frames
(the case of modeling multiplexed video streams is especially
significant for our resource allocation study, since numerous
sources are multiplexed in the uplink channel).
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Fig. 2 Q-Q plot of the various
distribution fits vs. the actual
video for the I frames sequence
of the single Sony Demo trace
([CIF, G16, B3, 28]). All values
are in bits
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Autoregressive models have been used in the past to
model the output bit rate of VBR encoders, e.g. [39, 40]. A
Discrete Autoregressive model of order p, denoted as
DAR(p) [41, 42], generates a stationary sequence of discrete random variables with an arbitrary probability
distribution and with an autocorrelation structure similar to
that of an Autoregressive model. DAR(1) is a special case
of a DAR(p) process and it is defined as follows: let {Vn}
and {Yn} be two sequences of independent random variables. The random variable Vn can take two values, 0 and
1, with probabilities 1-q and q, respectively. The random
variable Yn has a discrete state space S and P{Yn = i} =
p(i). The sequence of random variables {Xn} which is
formed according to the linear model:
Xn ¼ Vn Xn1 þ ð1  Vn Þ Yn
is a DAR(1) process.
A DAR(1) process is a Markov chain with discrete state
space S and a transition matrix:
P ¼ qI þ ð1  qÞQ
where q is the autocorrelation coefficient, I is the identity
matrix and Q is a matrix with Qij = p(j) for i, j [ S.
Autocorrelations are usually plotted for a range W of
lags. The autocorrelation is calculated by the formula:

qðWÞ ¼ E½ðXi  lÞðXiþw  lÞ r2
where l is the mean and r2 the variance of the frame size
for a specific video trace.
As in [34], where a DAR(1) model with negative
binomial distribution was used to model the number of
cells per frame of VBR teleconferencing video, we want to
build a model based only on parameters which are either
known at call set-up time or can be measured without
introducing much complexity in the network. DAR(1)
provides an easy and practical method to compute the
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150000

200000

250000

transition matrix and gives us a model based only on four
physically meaningful parameters, i.e., the mean, peak,
variance and the lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient q of the
offered traffic. The DAR(1) model can be used with any
marginal distribution [41].
As already explained, the lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient for the I, P and B frames of each trace is very high in
all the studied cases. Therefore, we proceeded to build a
DAR(1) model for each video frame type for each one of
the eighteen traces under study. More specifically, in our
model the rows of the Q matrix consist of the Pearson type
V probabilities (f0, f1, … fk, FK), where FK = Rk[K fk, and
K is the peak rate. Each k, for k \ K, corresponds to
possible source rates less than the peak rate of K.
We proceeded again with testing our model statistically
in order to study whether it produces a good fit for the I, P,
B frames for the trace superposition. For this reason we
have used again Q-Q plots, and we present indicatively
some of these results in Figs. 3, 4, where we have plotted
the 0.01-, 0.02-, 0.03-,… quantiles of the actual P and I
video frames’ types of the Sony Demo and NBC News
traces ([CIF, G16, B3, F28]) versus the respective quantiles
of the respective DAR(1) models, for a superposition of 20
traces.
As shown in Fig. 3, the points of the Q-Q plot fall
almost completely along the 45-degree reference line, with
the exception of the first and last 3% quantiles (left- and
right-hand tail), for which the DAR(1) model underestimates the probability of frames with a very small and very
large, respectively, number of cells. The very good fit
shows that the superposition of the P frames of the actual
traces can be modeled very well by a respective superposition of data produced by the DAR(1) model (similar
results were derived for the superposition of B frames).
Figure 4 presents the comparison of actual I frames with
the respective DAR(1) model, for the NBC News trace.
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Fig. 3 Q-Q plot of the DAR (1)
model versus the actual video
for the P frames of Sony Demo
([CIF, G16, B3, 28]), for 20
superposed sources. All values
are in packets
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The results show that our method for modeling I frames of
multiplexed H.264 videoconference streams provides relative accuracy. The results for all the other cases which are
not presented in Figs. 3, 4 are similar in nature to the ones
shown in the two figures. The very high accuracy of our
approach in modeling P and B frames from multiplexed
sources and the good accuracy in modeling I frames provide an efficient CAC scheme for H.264 videoconference
sources. The use of wavelet modeling for the I -frames’
size sequence could improve the accuracy of the I frame
sizes modeling even further, but such an approach would
unnecessarily increase our scheme’s complexity, since the
first order model accuracy is adequate for our CAC
purposes.
7.1.5.3 H.264 streams For H.264 video coding, quite a
few rate-control mechanisms have been recently proposed
in the literature (e.g., [43, 44]). These techniques could be
used in order to decrease the transmission rate of the traces
Fig. 4 Q-Q plot of the DAR (1)
model versus the actual video
for the I frames of NBC News
([CIF, G16, B3, F28]), for 20
superposed sources. All values
are in packets
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under study, but the implementation of such mechanisms is
beyond the scope of this work. Also, it should be noted that
all traces used in this work are much burstier and much
more demanding in terms of bandwidth requirements than
the trace used in [11] for H.263 traffic (that trace had a
mean of 91 Kbps, a peak of 500 Kbps and a standard
deviation of 32.7 Kbps). This means that the H.264 video
traces used in our study impose a larger ‘‘burden’’ on the
system than the one imposed by H.263 videos; the new
scheduling ideas proposed in this paper help the system to
cope with the larger mean and peak rates and burstiness.
Since new video frames (VFs) arrive every 33.3 m, we
have set the maximum transmission delay for video packets
to 33.3 m, with packets being dropped when this deadline
is reached. That is, all video packets of a VF must be
delivered before the next VF arrives. The allowed video
packet dropping probability is much stricter than that of
voice, and is set to 0.0001 [7]. Video sources have exponentially distributed sessions with a mean duration of
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Fig. 5 Frame structure for the
20 Mbps channel, frame
duration 12 ms
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5 min (this duration has been denoted by global trials as an
expected one for users of another wireless cellular video
application [45]).
7.2 Channel structure and transmission protocols
The uplink channel time is divided into time frames of
equal length. The frame duration is selected such that an
active voice terminal (i.e., a terminal in talkspurt) generates
exactly one packet per frame. Each frame consists of two
types of intervals. These are the request intervals and the
information intervals (shown in Fig. 5). The BS allocates
channel resources at the end of each request interval.
Within an information interval, each slot accommodates
exactly one, fixed length, packet that contains voice, video,
gaming or data information and a header.
As already mentioned in Sects. 2 and 5, certain design
limitations had been adopted in [11], in the MI-MAC
protocol study. Two of these limitations regard the channel
structure and the actions of the mobile terminals (another
two limitations in MI-MAC regard the Base Station
Scheduling, and were discussed in Sect. 5):
(a) It was assumed that all of the voice source state transitions occur at the frame boundaries, therefore in [11] we
placed all request intervals at the beginning of the frame, in
order to minimize the voice packet access delay. This
assumption is conceptually accurate, taking into consideration that the duration of a frame is equal to 12 ms, while the
average duration of the talkspurt and silence periods are much
larger (1 s and 1.35 s, respectively); still, compared to the
realistic scenario of voice source state transitions occurring
anywhere within the frame, it is a simplification. Hence, in
this study we consider that voice source state transitions can
occur at any time within the frame. The same assumption
stands also for video, gaming and data message arrivals,
therefore, in order to minimize packet access delay for all
traffic types, we divide the request and information intervals
of the frame in two parts, one placed at the beginning and the
other in the middle of the frame, as shown in Fig. 5.

(b) Video sources were assumed in [11] to ‘‘live’’ permanently in the system (as in [7], they did not follow an
ON-OFF state model like voice sources). Because of this
assumption, and also because of the fact that the duration
of the simulation study was long, video sources were
assumed in MI-MAC to have already entered the system at
the beginning of the simulation runs; for this reason, no
request slots were used for video terminals’ access to the
channel. The above assumption guaranteed that the performance metrics results acquired would correspond to
‘‘worst-case’’ results for the system since the most bandwidth-demanding type of users (video), who also have the
strictest QoS requirements, are constantly active; in this
work video sources do not ‘‘live’’ permanently in the system, but have exponentially distributed sessions with a
mean duration of 5 min, as explained in Sect. 7.1.5.3. This
‘‘relieves’’ a burden from the information interval of the
channel in comparison to [11], as video terminals occasionally leave the information interval, but adds a
significant burden to the request interval, which has to
compensate for the increase in contention as video users
attempt to gain channel access. When a video terminal has
been successful in gaining channel access, it uses the
header of the first packet of its current video frame to
envoy its new slot requests (in comparison to the previous
video frame) to the BS, both in the case of an increase and
in the case of a decrease in bandwidth request.
In our work request slots can be shared by all types of
terminals (video, voice, gaming and data) to transmit their
requests to the BS. Due to the much stricter QoS requirements of video traffic, video terminals are given highest
priority to transmit their requests to the BS; they are followed in priority by voice terminals and gaming terminals,
respectively. Data request transmission is last, with priority
given to IP-traffic, which is considered less delay-tolerant
in our system than SMS traffic. This separation of each
traffic type requests is possible due to the use of the twocell stack random access algorithm, as it will be explained
below.
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The request intervals consist of slots, which are subdivided into mini-slots, and each mini-slot accommodates
exactly one, fixed length, request packet. By using more
than one minislot per request slot, a more efficient usage of
the available request bandwidth is possible. We chose the
number of minislots per request slot to be equal to 2, to
allow for guard time and synchronization overheads, for
the transmission of a generic request packet and for the
propagation delay within the picocell (the number of
minislots in a request slot cannot be increased at will, since
a large number of minislots would mean that their duration
would be very short and would not suffice for the request
packet to be transmitted to the BS and for the BS to send an
acknowledgement to the requesting terminals).
One conceptual similarity of our scheme with MI-MAC
is that the number of request slots is variable per frame,
depending on the total channel load in each frame. The
choice of the frame structure parameters has been made as
follows.
For all the examined scenarios of system load, we tried to
find a maximum request bandwidth which would suffice for
voice, gaming and data terminals. The reason that video
traffic is not used in this calculation is that, in the presence of
video terminals, which are bursty and very needy in terms of
bandwidth, the number of voice, gaming and data terminals
(all of which transmit at low rates) which can be accommodated by the system decreases drastically. Therefore, in
the absence of video traffic we can calculate the maximum
request bandwidth which will be needed by the system in
order to resolve contention among all other types of terminals. This maximum number has been found, after extensive
simulations, to be equal to 40 request slots (i.e., 20 request
slots in each request interval of the frame, and 263 information slots in each information interval). We enforce a fully
dynamic mechanism for the use of the request bandwidth:
The number of request slots varies between 10 and 40 (10
request slots (5 in each request interval) is the minimum
number of request slots needed for the end of contention
because of the two-cell stack algorithm used for contention
resolution; this algorithm is presented in the following paragraph). In the cases when less than 40 request slots are
needed for the end of the contention (which, again, is known
to the BS due to the use of the two-cell stack random access
algorithm), the BS signals all user terminals for the existence
of the additional information slots in the current frame. This
dynamic design of the frame structure leads to a possible
exploitation of as many as 30 slots of the frame as information slots, when the number of requesting voice, gaming
and data terminals in a frame is very low and the contention
among them ends quickly.
In our study, we adopt the two-cell stack reservation
random access algorithm [46] for use by both video and
voice terminals, due to its operational simplicity, stability
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and relatively high throughput when compared to PRMAlike algorithms. Another important reason for the choice of
this algorithm is that it offers a clear indication of when
contention has ended; this happens when two consecutive
‘‘non-collision’’ signals are transmitted by the BS in the
downlink (this is the reason why at least 10 request slots,
each containing 2 minislots, will be needed as a minimum
for the system to understand that there is no new requesting
traffic in a channel frame; at least 1 request slot is needed
for each type of traffic originating from handoffs and 1
request slot for each traffic type originating from within the
cell). Therefore, this algorithm supports the prioritization
mechanism used for video, voice, gaming and data access
to the requested minislots. The concept of reserving a
minimum bandwidth for terminals to send requests and
make channel reservations helps to keep the user access
delay within relatively low limits and gives clearly better
performance than the PRMA [23] and PRMA-like algorithms, such as [7, 9], where the absence of request slots
leads to a continuously decreasing probability of finding
available information slots as traffic increases, and hence to
greater access delays. This will also be shown in our
results’ comparison with [7, 9] in Sect. 7.7. More specifically, given that the total number of slots in a channel
frame is 566, the minimum number of 10 request slots,
which need to be ‘‘sacrificed’’ in the case of no new
requesting traffic corresponds to 10/566 = 1.77% of the
total bandwidth and is a very small price to pay compared
to the advantages offered by the use of request slots and the
use of the two-cell stack algorithm. Even the maximum
bandwidth that can be dedicated to requests in the presence
of a very high traffic load (i.e., 40 request slots, which
correspond to 7.07% of the total bandwidth) is not significant when compared with the fact that for very high traffic
loads the PRMA and PRMA-type algorithms become
unstable.
The two-cell stack blocked access collision resolution
algorithm [47] is adopted for use by the gaming terminals
and by both types of data terminals in order to transmit
their request packets. This algorithm is of window type,
with First Come First Served (FCFS)-like service.
Any free information slot of the current channel frame
(i.e., any slot which has not been allocated to a terminal
after the end of the most recent request interval) can be
temporarily used as an extra request (ER) slot [48]. ER
slots can be used by all types of terminals, with the same
priority set for regular request slots (video, voice, gaming,
data). ER slots are again subdivided to two minislots.
7.3 DPRMA
The DPRMA protocol [7] was inspired by PRMA [23] and
proposed for accommodating multimedia traffic, as PRMA
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was optimized for systems for voice traffic only. The basic
differences of DPRMA with our protocol are the following.
The first difference exists in the scheduling mechanism
for video sources. The BS in DPRMA does not grant the
earliest available information slots to requesting users. The
BS first identifies which slots are currently unallocated and
determines how many such slots exist. Next, it examines
each of these slots in sequential order to determine if the
slot will be assigned. Throughout the process, the BS
maintains a record of how many slots Sn the user n (the
user currently serviced by the BS) still needs. Every time a
slot is successfully assigned, Sn is decremented. In addition, the BS keeps track of the number of available slots Sc
that have not yet been considered for assignment. Each
time a new slot is considered, Sc is decremented. As the BS
sequentially considers each available slot, it assigns each
one with probability Pa, where Pa = Sn/Sc. Thus, the
probability that a slot is assigned is dependent upon how
many slots are still needed to satisfy a user’s request. This
process tends to spread the allocation of slots randomly
throughout the frame.
The second difference concerns the video and data
traffic considered in each scheme, and the QoS requirements for data traffic. DPRMA does not use actual traces
from video sources, but instead uses a video traffic model
from [34], which is based on H.261 videoconference traffic
(i.e., a model for video traffic from past technology
encoders). Also, DPRMA considers an abstract model for
data traffic (not referring to a specific type of data traffic),
with which data packets (i.e., not messages) are generated
independently from each other according to a Poisson
process. DPRMA does not set any upper bound on data
packet delay. The only QoS metric regarding data packets
is that each data user has a large buffer of 10 KB (roughly
equal to 190 packets) which should not overflow. This is
however a very loose requirement, which does not help the
system ensure that the data users QoS requirements in
terms of transmission delays are satisfied.
The third difference is the use of certain transmission
rates in DPRMA for all types of users. In DPRMA, a user
continuously determines the appropriate reservation
request that ensures timely delivery of its traffic. Newly
generated packets are queued in a buffer as they await
transmission. As the size of the queue grows, the user
increases its reservation request to avoid excessive transmission delay. If the queue length subsequently decreases,
the user then requests a lower reservation rate to avoid
running out of packets. The buffer size that corresponds to
an increase or decrease in the reservation request is defined
as a threshold. DPRMA uses seven threshold levels, and,
respectively, seven transmission rates for video users (the
lowest rate is 70.667 kb/s and the highest 4.523 Mb/s).
One pair of up- and down-threshold levels is implemented
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for data users, and one pair for voice users. The use of a
number of transmission rates in DPRMA increases system
complexity without ensuring that the video terminal will be
allocated the maximum possible number of slots in each
frame, based on its needs; the use of the transmission rates
does guarantee that, in the long run, the terminal will be
well serviced, but this policy is inadequate, as the very
strict video packet dropping requirement asks for the best
possible short-term (i.e., for every video frame) allocation.
The fourth difference is that DPRMA uses neither
request slots nor our idea of p*, but adopts a PRMA-like
approach for voice and data users, by allowing them to
compete for the available information slots by transmitting
their packets according to a probability (Ptv = 0.05 for
voice, Ptd = 0.007 for data traffic). No transmission
probability is needed for video users because in DPRMA
video users are considered to ‘‘live’’ permanently in the
system and to have obtained reservations prior to the
beginning of the simulation. This is not the case in our
protocol, as we attempt to simulate a fully realistic wireless
cellular network scenario, as explained in Sects. 5 and 7.2.
The fifth difference is that in DPRMA all users waste
one slot when giving up their reservations. This does not
happen in our protocol because of the VAD used for voice
terminals and because the BS knows exactly when a video
user has transmitted all the packets of its VF (since video
users convey this information to the BS, whereas in
DPRMA they convey only at times a reservation request
rate in order to keep the content of their video packet
buffers below certain thresholds).
The sixth difference is that DPRMA does not consider
channel errors, and therefore does not have a mechanism in
order to ‘‘exploit’’ the bad channel state of one video user
in favor of another video user with good channel state, as is
done in our protocol.
The seventh difference is the use of video traffic modeling for CAC in our scheme, as explained in Sect. 5.
7.4 DPRMA*
Since DPRMA was evaluated for different types of multimedia traffic than the ones considered in MI-MAC, we
have modified DPRMA very slightly in order to be able to
make comparisons between DPRMA and our protocol. We
will refer to this modified protocol as DPRMA*. DPRMA*
has five differences in comparison to DPRMA:
First, it is implemented on the same types of multimedia
traffic as our protocol.
Second, its performance is evaluated under the same
channel error model as our protocol.
Third, in DPRMA, it was found that in a data-only
system (for the data model used in [7]) nearly identical
performance was achieved when 0.006 \ Ptd \ 0.1. Since
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data users are given lowest priority, the lowest possible
value of Ptd = 0.007 was chosen in the scheme. In
DPRMA*, where two types of data traffic (SMS and IP) are
considered and SMS traffic is more delay-tolerant, the SMS
data transmission probability is kept to the lowest possible
value of Ptdsms = 0.007, whereas for IP data traffic the
transmission probability is chosen equal to Ptdip = 0.014,
(i.e., double than Ptdsms). Our results have shown that this
choice for Ptdip provides much smaller average access
delays for IP traffic than the delays provided by lower
values and does not severely influence the QoS of voice
and gaming traffic, as was the case with much higher
values of Ptdip. For gaming traffic, which was not present
in DPRMA, we used Ptgam = 0.02 in DPRMA*, as this
value, once again, was shown via simulation to provide
steadily good QoS metrics results for all the traffic loads
used in our study.
Fourth, for ‘‘fairness’’ reasons, i.e., for being able to
compare the ‘‘best’’ possible version of DPRMA* with our
scheme, we have slightly changed the number of threshold
levels’ transmission rates for video users. We have used
nine transmission rates (and, respectively, nine threshold
levels), whereas in DPRMA seven transmission rates were
used. The rates were defined by the same equation used in
[7]; the lowest rate was equal to 35.33 Kbps and the
highest rate was equal to 9.045 Mbps.
Fifth, in DPRMA video users were assumed to ‘‘live’’
permanently in the system (as in our former work in [11]).
For this reason, we had to find a fair way of accommodating in DPRMA* the exponentially distributed sessions
of video users which are considered in our scheme, as well
as the video handoff traffic (if we considered that this is
done in a ‘‘magical’’ way obviously the results for
DPRMA* would be greatly improved, but the protocol
would be totally impractical). Hence, our chosen approach
in DPRMA* is that when new or handoff video users arrive
at the cell during channel frame X they do not enter contention (since this was the approach used in the original
DPRMA) but they wait until the beginning of frame X ? 1
before they start transmitting (i.e., they need to wait on
average half a channel frame in order to inform the BS of
their bandwidth requirements).
No other differences exist between DPRMA and
DPRMA*.
7.5 The MAC scheme in [9]
The authors in [9] design a MAC protocol for wireless
cellular networks which is based on PRMA but is focused
on the transmission of multimedia traffic (video, voice and
data, as in DPRMA).
Due to the large bandwidth requirements, the authors
consider the presence of only 1 video user in their
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5.3 Mbps wireless channel. The video is a real trace
encoded with a past technology encoder (MPEG-1).
The first important difference of our scheme with [9] is
that in [9] a fixed number of slots are dedicated in each
frame to video traffic (the authors’ work focuses in part on
finding an ‘‘optimal’’ number of slots for the single video
user). It is clear that, due to the burstiness of video traffic,
even with a very good choice for the number of slots
dedicated to the video user, in many frames this choice will
lead to the loss of valuable bandwidth, when the video user
happens to be transmitting at a lower rate (as mentioned in
Sect. 5.1, in [9] the authors dedicate 38% of the total slots
in each channel frame to the single video user, which on
average was found to generate traffic equal to 31.24% of
the channel capacity; therefore, even for a video user of
very limited burstiness, like the one used in [9], 6.76%
of the channel capacity is lost in the attempt to offer the
required QoS to video traffic). Also, it should be emphasized that the authors’ results in terms of the optimum
value of voice permission probability and video permission
probability, as well as for the best value for the dedicated
slots to the video user, are valid only for the specific scenario that is studied in [9]. Therefore, in the presence of
more than 1 video user these probabilities and the respective number of dedicated slots would have to change. The
same is true for the case when video traffic encoded with
different encoding schemes than MPEG-1 would enter the
network, and for the case when data traffic following a
different data model would enter the network (the authors
use a data traffic model where both the data message length
and the data message interarrival times are exponentially
distributed). Hence, system complexity is extremely high
in [9] if for each different traffic type and number of
sources present in the system new system parameters need
to be calculated. On the contrary, in our scheme the specific
traffic models and the number of users of each traffic type
are of minor importance, as our mechanism prioritizes the
terminals based on the type of traffic and is fully dynamic
in terms of the request slots which will be dedicated to
newly requesting terminals. The only dependence of our
scheme on the traffic type has to do with the use of our
traffic model for H.264 traffic prediction. However, this is a
loose dependence, as quite a few competent traffic models
exist in the literature for previous technology encoding
schemes (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.263, MPEG-4); therefore,
in the case of a video terminal transmitting traffic encoded
with any of these schemes, our MAC protocol can be easily
implemented simply by changing our H.264 traffic model
with any of the respective models for other video
encodings.
The second significant difference between our protocol
and [9] is that, in [9], video users needing more slots have
to contend with voice and data users in order to acquire
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them, in a PRMA-manner. This means that video users are
‘‘exposed’’ to the possibility of collisions with lower priority terminals. As explained in Sect. 7.2, this is not the
case in our scheme, where all types of traffic are
prioritized.
The third difference concerns the fact that in [9] no
upper bound is set on data packet delay, therefore the
system cannot ensure that the data users QoS requirements
in terms of transmission delays are satisfied.
The fourth difference is that in [9], data terminals must
contend for each packet transmission. This choice increases
contention (in which all types of terminals are exposed)
and, additionally, is an exhausting procedure for data terminals, given their very low permission probability
(ranging from 0.001 to 0.005) and the fact that a data
message carries on average 10 packets. In both our scheme
and DPRMA data terminals can make reservations for
more than one slot, therefore they only need to contend for
the transmission of the first packet of their message.
The fifth difference is that [9] does not have a mechanism in order to ‘‘exploit’’ the bad channel state of one
video user in favor of another video user with good channel
state (as is done in our protocol), since [9] does not consider channel errors.
The sixth difference is the use of video traffic modeling
for CAC in our scheme, as explained in Sect. 5.
The seventh difference is that in [9] no preemption takes
place for lower priority users.
The eighth difference is that in [9], as in DPRMA, all
users waste one slot when giving up their reservations. As
already explained in Sect. 7.3, this does not happen in our
scheme.
7.6 Modified [9] MAC protocol
The MAC protocol presented in [9] was evaluated for
different types of multimedia traffic than the ones considered in our protocol. Therefore, similarly to our approach
for DPRMA, we have modified [9] very slightly in order to
be able to make comparisons between [9] and our protocol.
We will refer to this modified protocol as [9]*.
[9]* Has four differences in comparison to [9]:
First, it is implemented on the same types of multimedia
traffic as our protocol.
Second, its performance is evaluated under the same
channel error model as our protocol.
Third, in [9] the permission probabilities for each traffic
type were calculated based on the fact that only one video
user was present in the system (even in this case, as the
authors pointed out in [9] the task of computing the best
values for the permission probabilities and for the number
of dedicated slots to video was complex). In the case of the
20 Mbps channel under study, the number of video users
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that can be present in the system is significantly larger.
Since the permission probabilities for video affect the permission probabilities for voice, gaming and data terminals,
the complexity of finding the optimal values for [9]* is
extremely high—as already mentioned, this is one significant disadvantage of [9]. Actually, we found that the
optimal values are different for each different video load. In
order to provide a scheme, in [9]*, which would resemble
the logic of [9], we have used for the permission probabilities the following values (given that video traffic has first
priority in our scheme): Pvideo = 0.1, Pvoice = 0.015,
Psms = 0.001, Pip = 0.003, Pgam = 0.005; these values
produced steadily good QoS metrics results for all the traffic
loads used in our study.
Fourth, the number of slots dedicated to video traffic in
[9]* was calculated as follows. In [9], as explained in
Sect. 7.5, 38% of the total slots in each channel frame were
dedicated to the single video user, which on average was
found to generate traffic equal to 31.24% of the channel
capacity. Therefore, since in [9] the ratio of the slots
offered divided by the traffic generated was 38%/
31.24% = 1.216, we have computed the number of dedicated slots in [9]* as 1.216*N*566*R/20, where N is the
number of video terminals present in the system, 566 is the
number of slots per channel frame, R (in Mbps) is the mean
bit rate of the video source (which can be any of the four
used in our study) and 20 Mbps is the channel rate.
No other differences exist between [9] and [9]*.
7.7 Results
The significant differences among our scheme, DPRMA and
[9], which were outlined in Sects. 7.3 and 7.5 will be shown
to help our scheme significantly outperform DPRMA*
(although DPRMA* uses the impractical assumption of no
contention among video terminals) and [9]*, based on our
QoS metrics. DPRMA* will be shown to be second in performance; its results are better than those when [9]* is used,
due to the aforementioned assumption of no video contention, but also due to the scheduling choice in [9]* of forcing
data terminals to contend for the transmission of each packet
in their message, and due to the fact that [9]* does not use
preemption in favor of higher priority traffic, as both
DPRMA* and our scheme do.
As already mentioned earlier in the paper, we have
implemented DPRMA* and [9]* on the same types of
multimedia traffic as our protocol, and we have evaluated
their performance in a 20 Mbps wireless channel, under the
same channel error model as our protocol.
Table 5 presents the maximum voice capacity and
channel throughput achieved by each of the three schemes,
for a mean IP packet interarrival time equal to 8 ms (corresponding to an average traffic load of 370 Kbps), 40
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Table 5 Maximum voice
capacity and channel throughput
results for the three schemes,
with various traffic loads, and
10% handoff traffic (IP packet
interarrival time = 8 ms,
Ngaming = 40)
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Start point for
k (messages/ Video terminals Voice terminals
voice preemption frame)
Our
DPRMA* [9]*
in our scheme
scheme
0.14

0.22

0.35

0.52

0.7

Our
DPRMA* [9]*
scheme

2

10

12

9

9 51.5

9

9

4

10

7

9

9 52.1

9

9

6

10

4

9

9 52.9

9

9

8

10

1

9

9 53.4

9

9

2

8

398

319

293 63.0

57.6

55.7

4

8

387

311

278 63.4

57.0

54.8

6
8

8
8

384
370

299
286

260 63.9
235 64.5

56.1
55.6

52.9
51.8

2

6

587

506

461 69.3

63.8

61.5

4

6

574

502

450 69.9

63.4

60.9

6

6

567

488

440 70.7

62.9

59.9

8

6

562

468

422 71.2

62.2

59.3

2

4

895

834

780 77.8

72.7

70.5

4

4

864

796

735 78.7

73.2

69.7

6

4

815

739

673 77.1

69.8

65.9

8

4

767

671

608 75.6

65.9

62.3

2

2

1112

1048

1002 88.5

84.1

81.3

4

2

1065

991

941 87.4

81.6

77.9

6

2

986

914

840 86.0

78.5

73.6

8

2

908

801

717 85.6

74.9

69.4

gaming users present in the system (corresponding to an
average traffic load of 850 Kbps) and for various SMS
traffic loads; by ‘‘the maximum voice capacity and channel
throughput’’ we refer to the respective maximum numbers
that the system can reach with each protocol while satisfying the QoS requirements of each traffic type, as these
were defined in Sect. 7.1. The column titled ‘‘start point for
preevo’’ denotes the point in the frame where voice preemption (preevo) has to start in our scheme, for the specific
traffic loads. Again, we emphasize that this is just a rough
estimation that the BS needs in order to know where to start
voice preemption; then, by using the algorithm outlined in
Sect. 5, the BS is able to find in a few ‘‘steps’’ the ideal
preemption start point, and therefore accommodate the
bursty video traffic with a close to minimum deterioration
on the QoS of voice sources.
The SMS message arrival rates of 2, 4, 6 and 8 messages/frame correspond to 212 Kbps, 424 Kbps, 636 Kbps
and 848 Kbps of SMS data load respectively. All these
results have been produced for the case when 10% of each
type of traffic enters the network at some point as handoff
traffic.
As shown in the Table, our scheme is able to accommodate a significantly larger number of voice sources for
all traffic loads, in comparison to DPRMA* and [9]*. More
specifically:
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Channel throughput (%)

1.

2.

Our scheme’s maximum channel throughput is higher
than the channel throughput achieved by the other two
schemes in all the studied cases, averaging a 7.1%
higher throughput in comparison to DPRMA* and a
10.3% higher throughput over [9]*. The cases of traffic
loads which can be accommodated by our scheme but
cannot be accommodated by the other two schemes
(we comment on this below) are not included in this
calculation.
Our scheme achieves higher voice capacity than the
other two schemes in all the studied cases. In
comparison to DPRMA*, the voice capacity increase
in our scheme ranges from 6.1% to 29.4%, averaging
at 15.6% over all the studied cases. In comparison to
[9]*, the voice capacity increase in our scheme ranges
from 11% to 57.4%, averaging at 27.8% over all the
studied cases. Again, the cases of traffic loads which
can be accommodated by our scheme but cannot be
accommodated by DPRMA* and [9]* are not included
in the above calculations.

Some additional comments that need to be made on the
results in Table 5 are:
a.

As expected from the bursty nature of video traffic, all
schemes achieve much higher channel throughput when
the number of video terminals in the system decreases

Figure 6 presents the video (Pvidrop) and voice (Pdrop)
packet dropping probability in our MAC scheme versus the
number of voice users, when 5 video terminals are present
in the system, the mean IP packet interarrival time is 3 ms
(corresponding to an average traffic load of 990 Kbps), 60
gaming users are present in the system (corresponding to an
average traffic load of 1.28 Mbps) and the SMS message
arrival rate is equal to 6 messages/frame (corresponding to
an average traffic load of 638 Kbps). The effectiveness of
our BS scheduling policy is clear from the figure, which
shows that with the voice preemption policy in favor of
video traffic the average voice packet dropping probability
is steadily close to the upper bound of 0.01, so that the
system can incorporate more video users.
Also, the figure shows that the BS scheduling policy of
offering highest priority to video traffic helps to keep the
average video packet dropping probability just slightly
higher than the probability p = 8.2*10-5 of a transmission
error, for a large region of voice users’ capacities.
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Pvidrop (%)
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0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0
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and, subsequently, the number of voice traffic (which is
Constant Bit Rate and therefore not bursty) increases.
b. We observe from the Table that, for higher video
traffic loads, voice capacity remains almost constant in
our scheme as the SMS message arrival rate k
increases. The reason for this result is our data
preemption policy. Still, in the cases of lower video
traffic loads, we observe that voice capacity decreases
with the increase in the data message arrival rate. The
reason for this result is that the system can not sustain,
in these cases, a higher voice traffic load, as the high
number of voice users impedes video users from
finding enough idle slots to transmit in, hence the data
preemption mechanism in favor of video traffic causes
the average SMS message, IP packet and gaming
packet delays to exceed their set upper bounds.
c. The symbol ‘‘x’’ in the Table denotes that DPRMA*
and [9]* are unable to accommodate the respective
traffic load, due to the violation of one or more QoS
requirements of the various traffic types.
d. The results shown in the Table for the case of 10 video
users are a good example for the usefulness of the
CAC scheme which we propose. In DPRMA* and
[9]*, when 10 video users enter the network, the lack
of a CAC scheme will allow them to attempt to
transmit, in which case their QoS requirements will be
violated. On the contrary, in our scheme, when 10
video users are already transmitting and an 11th video
user attempts to enter the network (this capacity cannot
be accommodated by our scheme), the call admission
control module knows a priori that the addition of this
user will lead to the violation of the existing users’
QoS and denies the user access to the network.
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Number of Voice Terminals

Fig. 6 Video and voice packet dropping probability versus number of
voice users in our scheme. (Nvid = 5, Ngaming = 60, IP packet
interarrival time = 3 ms, k = 6 SMS messages/frame), 5% handoff
traffic

Therefore, Fig. 6 shows that our BS scheduling policy
‘‘pushes’’ both types of traffic to their limits regarding their
QoS requirements, and hence succeeds in achieving high
channel throughput for most cases of traffic loads.
Figures 7 and 8 present the average SMS message delay
and IP packet delay, respectively, versus the number of
voice terminals for the three schemes. The results presented
in these figures have been obtained for an average traffic
load of 15% of the total channel capacity emanating from
video, gaming, IP and SMS traffic. Our scheme is shown
from the two figures to be able to accommodate 1074 voice
users while satisfying both the IP and SMS traffic QoS
requirements in terms of maximum delays. DPRMA* and
[9]* are able to accommodate 959 and 814 voice users,
respectively, i.e., our scheme achieves a 12% increase in
voice capacity in comparison to DPRMA* and a 31.9%
increase in voice capacity in comparison to [9]*.
Figure 9 presents the average gaming packet delay
versus the number of voice terminals for the three schemes.
The results presented in the figure have been obtained for a
much higher average traffic load (35% of the total channel
capacity) emanating from video, gaming, IP and SMS
traffic, in comparison to the load used in Figs. 7 and 8. Our
scheme is shown once again to clearly excel when compared with the other two protocols, as it is able to
accommodate 395 voice users while satisfying the gaming
traffic QoS requirements (in the figure, only the gaming
packet delay is shown; the other QoS requirement for
gaming traffic, i.e., gaming packet dropping probability
\1% follows a similar curve to that shown in Fig. 9 for all
schemes). DPRMA* and [9]* are able to accommodate 326
and 288 voice users, respectively, i.e., our scheme achieves
a 21.2% increase in voice capacity in comparison to
DPRMA* and a 37.2% increase in voice capacity in
comparison to [9]*.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that although this
work focuses on the case study of H.264 videoconference
traffic, its implementation is not limited to this case. The
protocol can be easily implemented on any kind of
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Fig. 7 Average SMS message
delay versus number of voice
users (Nvid = 2, k = 2 SMS
messages/frame,
Ngaming = 14, IP packet
interarrival time = 15 ms),
15% handoff traffic
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Fig. 8 Average IP packet delay
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(Nvid = 2, k = 2 SMS
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multimedia traffic, as long as the priorities for each traffic
type are clearly set by the provider. For video traffic of
different encoding, the efficiency of the call admission
control mechanism can be ensured with the use of an
accurate model (e.g., the work proposed by our group in
[32, 33] for H.263 and MPEG-4 traffic).

8 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed and investigated the performance of a Multiple Access Control (MAC) protocol for
transmitting H.264 videoconference streams and voice with
gaming, SMS and IP data traffic over a high-speed wireless
TDMA channel with errors and capture. To the best of our
knowledge, this is one of the first papers in the literature
investigating the integration of H.264 video traffic and
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network games traffic with other types of traffic over
wireless networks. We evaluated the protocol’s performance through an extensive simulation study, and our
results show that, regardless of the severe channel conditions examined in our work (very high error probability
compared to the video QoS requirements), our scheme
steadily achieves high channel throughput and outperforms
two other efficient MAC protocols for multimedia traffic,
while satisfying the QoS requirements of all three traffic
types. This is achieved with the use of our new Base Station Scheduling ideas, and their combination with an
efficient idea for call admission control at the network
entrance. Furthermore, due to the use of the dynamic
channel frame structure, the two-cell stack random access
algorithm and the CAC mechanism based on video traffic
modeling, our scheme is more stable than the PRMA-like
protocols and can easily prioritize and accommodate all

Fig. 9 Average gaming packet
delay versus number of voice
users (Nvid = 7, k = 4 SMS
messages/frame,
Ngaming = 20, IP packet
interarrival time = 2 ms), 10%
handoff traffic
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traffic types and any incoming handoff traffic. Also, in
terms of our scheme’s complexity, the use of two separate
modules for CAC and scheduling, as well as the use of a
simple, first-order video traffic model, help towards the low
complexity of the proposed protocol; the only limitation
which can be attributed to our scheme is that, in terms of
the CAC module, there needs to be enough system memory
in order to store all new, previously non-precomputed
traffic scenarios. On the contrary, PRMA-like protocols
increase significantly in complexity as they continuously
need to adjust the permission probabilities of existing
traffic types to ensure that the QoS requirements of new
and handoff traffic are satisfied.
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